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Circa ~2014, trying to make a “map” of computational neuro:

Generalized hierarchical perception models / microcircuits, 
but clearly more needed: 

attention, symbol binding, long-range routing, memory, goals…

[Serre, Poggio, Lee & Mumford, George & Hawkins, etc]



biological specializations
<>

different circuits
<>

different computations

“Atoms of computation” framework (Oct 2014)



Integrated “biological” cognitive architectures: LEABRA and SPAUN

Interesting but do not show “powerful” AI performance



“The big, big lesson from neural networks is that there exist 
computational systems (artificial neural networks) for which 
function only weakly relates to structure... 
  
A neural network needs a cost function and an optimization 
procedure to be fully described; and an optimized neural 
network's computation is more predictable from this cost 
function than from the dynamics or connectivity of the 
neurons themselves.”

Greg Wayne (DeepMind) in response to Atoms of Neural Computation paper

Objection to a “list of neural computations”



Circa ~2014, trying to make a “map” of computational neuro:

Generalized hierarchical perception models / microcircuits, 
but clearly more needed: 

attention, symbol binding, long-range routing, memory, goals…

Also in Oct 2014:



Machine learning and neuroscience 
speak different languages today…

ML Neuro

Gradient-based optimization

Supervised learning

Augmenting neural nets with 
external memories

Circuits

Representations

Computational motifs

“the neural code”



Three hypotheses for linking neuroscience and ML

1) Existence of cost functions: 
the brain optimizes cost functions (~ as powerfully as backprop)

2) Diversity of cost functions: 
the cost functions are diverse, area-specific and systematically 
regulated in space and time
(not a single “end-to-end” training procedure)

3) Embedding within a structured architecture: 
optimization occurs within a specialized architecture containing
pre-structured systems (e.g., memory systems, routing systems) 
that support efficient optimization



Three hypotheses for linking neuroscience and ML

1) Existence of cost functions: 
the brain optimizes cost functions (~ as powerfully as backprop)

2) Diversity of cost functions: 
the cost functions are diverse, area-specific and systematically 
regulated in space and time
(not a single “end-to-end” training procedure)

3) Embedding within a structured architecture: 
optimization occurs within a specialized architecture containing
pre-structured systems (e.g., memory systems, routing systems) 
that support efficient optimization

Not just the trivial “neural dynamics can be described in terms of 
cost function(s)”… it actually has machinery to do optimization



Why deep learning (broadly interpreted) is interesting as 
a framework for understanding neuroscience: two views

Normative view: optimization lets the human scientist 
understand why the brain may have chosen a particular 
representational or computational strategy 

— giving us insight into the evolutionary “design principles” of 
neural circuits

Mechanistic view: the brain actually performs optimization with 
powerful multi-layer credit assignment during the lifetime of the 
organism 

— if true, this fundamentally shifts the natural explanatory goal of 
neuroscience towards asking “how does it perform the 
optimization”, “of what cost functions”, “with what constraints”. 
Answers to these would comprise “understanding the brain”!



Evidence: You can find almost any “tuning”



Whereas “bottom up mechanistic” models typically try to get “perfect” 
tunings of a more limited variety…



Recent “grid cells emerge from optimization” results become 
much more interesting if the brain actually performs a similar 

kind of optimization during its lifetime 



Back-propagation 

Node perturbation
Serial
Parallel

Weight perturbation
Serial
Parallel

efficient, exact 
gradient computation
(up to mini-batch stochasticity)
by propagating errors 
through multiple layers

slow, high-variance
gradient computation
through “trial and error”

slow, high-variance
gradient computation
through “trial and error”

1) Existence of cost functions: 

Ways to perform optimization in a neural network 



Back-propagation is much more efficient and precise,
but computational neuroscience has mostly rejected it 

It has instead focused on local synaptic plasticity rules, 
or occasionally on weight or node perturbation

Example: learning curve characteristics of REINFORCE / 
policy gradient, not back-prop / full SGD

1) Existence of cost functions: 



transpose(W) x e 
gets fed back 

into the hidden units

B x e 
gets fed back 

into the hidden units

1) Existence of cost functions: 



normal back-prop

fixed random feedback weights

1) Existence of cost functions: 



Recent reproduction by yours truly:

1) Existence of cost functions: 



1) Existence of cost functions: 
Use multiple dendritic compartments to store both “activations” and “errors”

soma voltage ~ activation
dendritic voltage ~ error derivative

2001

2002



1) Existence of cost functions: 

input causes bursts

input causes isolated spikes



1) Existence of cost functions: 

input causes bursts

input causes isolated spikes

A single cortical 
pyramidal neuron



1) Existence of cost functions: 

input causes bursts

input causes isolated spikes

train these synapses on the basis of the 
difference in bursts before vs. after the 

nudge at the higher layer

nudge at higher layer



1) Existence of cost functions: 
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1) Existence of cost functions: 

Q

learn to 
mimic Q

X

learn to 
mimic X

Y

learn to 
mimic Y

system learns to 
keep the apical 
compartment at 

zero net activation
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1) Existence of cost functions: 

Q’

learn to 
mimic Q

X’

learn to 
mimic X

Y’

learn to 
mimic Y

now the activation 
of the apical 

compartment is 
non-zero

which creates a 
learning signal 

for the incoming 
synapses



1) Existence of cost functions: 

Q’

learn to 
mimic Q

X’

learn to 
mimic X

Y’

learn to 
mimic Y

all the while, feed-
forward computation 
happens just fine…



1) Existence of cost functions: 
Removing the two-phase and globally-coordinated aspects of back-prop 



C

A B
Label Error

Error

Internally-Generated
Cost Function

Other
inputs to
cost function

Cortical
Area

Inputs

Inputs

2) Biological fine-structure of cost functions: 
the cost functions are diverse, area-specific and systematically 
regulated in space and time



Randal O’Reilly

Against end-to-end training: 
Not one objective function, but many…

Reward driven:



A complex molecular and cellular basis for 
reinforcement-based training in primary visual cortex

(i.e., glia not neurons)

Reinforcement in striatum:  VTA dopaminergic projections
Reinforcement in cortex: basal forebrain cholinergic projections

with a glial intermediate!



Against end-to-end training: 
Not one objective function, but many…

Reward driven:

Classic work by Eve Marder in the crab stomatogastric ganglion



Randal O’Reilly

Against end-to-end training: 
Not one objective function, but many…

Predictive:



Against end-to-end training: 
Not one objective function, but many…

Predictive:



Against end-to-end training: 
Not one objective function, but many…



Against end-to-end training: 
Not one objective function, but many…



Against end-to-end training: 
Not one objective function, but many…



Conditioning a prediction-trained latent variable 
model on motor efference copies? 



Cost 
Function

Cortical
Area

Cost 
Function

Cortical
Area

Cost 
Function

Cortical
Area

Cost 
Function

Cortical
Area

Pathfinder
e.g., Hippocampus

Working memory slots
e.g., PFC

Gated relays
e.g., Thalamus

Multi-timescale
predictive feedback
e.g., Cerebellum

Reinforcement
learning
e.g., Basal Ganglia

Specialized subsystems

Sensory Inputs Motor Outputs

Data Training

An architecture that allows efficient optimization on 
problems faced by the animal?



One example of many:
neural attractors/assemblies/ensembles

http://fourier.eng.hmc.edu/e161/lectures/figures/energylandscape.gif

(cf., Hopfield…)

But what is missing from this picture?



But what is missing from this picture?

One example of many:
neural attractors/assemblies/ensembles

Hypothesis: frontal cortical areas communicate by 
transmitting, through the thalamus, the information 
necessary to select an assembly/attractor/ensemble 



Information represented via assemblies/attractors

See also: “Imprinting and recalling cortical ensembles” by Yuste lab

Differences with today’s deep learning



Information represented via assemblies/attractors

Differences with today’s deep learning



Hayworth and Marblestone 2018

Differences with today’s deep learning



The attractors may be in cortico-thalamo-cortical loops

Differences with today’s deep learning



The attractors may be in cortico-thalamo-cortical loops

Differences with today’s deep learning



http://jn.physiology.org/content/jn/100/1/317/F8.large.jpg

Thalamic Latches and Working Memory Buffers

McFarland & Haber

Murray Sherman

http://jn.physiology.org/content/jn/100/1/317/F8.large.jpg


Assumption: Information necessary to select an assembly passes through 
thalamus between cortical buffers

Thalamic Latches and Working Memory Buffers



Idea: 
Thalamic relay + attractor implementation of  “dynamically partitionable 
auto-associative neural network” (Hayworth 2012)

• Global attractors/assemblies/ensembles shared across both source 
and destination buffers and the thalamic relay that links them

• Gating the thalamic relay off allows “partitioning” of the buffers 
to allow them to occupy independent attractor states without 
crosstalk

• Gating the thalamic relay on allows information to be “copied” 
from a source buffer to a destination buffer, by forcing the 
destination buffer to occupy an attractor that is globally shared 
with that of the source

Hayworth and Marblestone 2018

Towards a bio-plausible neuro-symbolic integration



Cortico-thalamic latched memory buffer



Cortico-thalamic latched memory buffer

Assembly/
attractor/
ensemble shared 
across connected 
cortical and 
thalamic areas…



Hayworth and Marblestone 2018

“Copy and paste” of symbols using partitionable attractors



Hayworth and Marblestone 2018

“Copy and paste” of symbols using partitionable attractors

Sequence of gating operations for copy-and-paste of assemblies 
(variable binding)



Hayworth and Marblestone 2018

Clamping in target patterns for “contrastive” learning



Clamping in target patterns for “contrastive” learning

Not just unsupervised “slow feature” finding, but explicit basal-
ganglia directed control over the generalization of a known 
object to new views?

Example related to this workshop:
-Basal ganglia recognizes boundaries of “episode” with a given object

(BG learns this policy via reinforcement learning?)
-“Clamp” target patterns into thalamo-cortical target buffer
-Train upstream sensory hierarchy to map varying input to clamped target



Clamping in target patterns for “contrastive” learning

Not just unsupervised “slow feature” finding, but explicit basal-
ganglia directed control over the generalization of a known 
object to new views?

Example related to this workshop:
-Basal ganglia recognizes boundaries of “episode” with a given object

(BG learns this policy via reinforcement learning?)
-“Clamp” target patterns into thalamo-cortical target buffer
-Train upstream sensory hierarchy to map varying input to clamped target
-Target pattern may be retrieved from memory on subsequent episode?



Hayworth and Marblestone 2018

Structured I/O from an associative memory



Hayworth and Marblestone 2018

Structured I/O from an associative memory
Unstructured 
associative 
code



Hayworth and Marblestone 2018

Structured I/O from an associative memory

Structured 
representation 
across multiple 
buffers



Three hypotheses for linking neuroscience and ML

1) Existence of cost functions: 
the brain optimizes cost functions (~ as powerfully as backprop)

2) Diversity of cost functions: 
the cost functions are diverse, area-specific and systematically 
regulated in space and time
(not a single “end-to-end” training procedure)
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Connectomics and brain activity mapping
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Ken Hayworth (variable binding with attractors through thalamus)
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Sam Rodriques (fiber reflectometry)
Brad Zamft (molecular tickertape)


